
DETERMINATION 
IN MOTION

We consider your choice of a Monachus yacht to be the greatest 

exclusive, and trust to be the most valuable currency.

Pharos 43



Discover Pharos 43

Monachus Pharos 43

Its dynamic design make it perfectly suited for any boater who prefers an active lifestyle.



Exterior comfort
Attractiv and seaworthy

Exterior

The Pharos 43 is an exquisite vessel designed to 

combine luxury with a taste of adventure. 

With a nimble and reliable performance, it is perfect for 

the active boater who wants a stylish and safe 

experience. With its elegant and dynamic lines, the 

Pharos 43 will take you to your destination in comfort 

and confidence.

It is designed in accordance with the highest 

standards of the EC pleasure boat category 'A'.

Elegance of 
Retro Style

Structural 
strength

The superiority 
of navigability



Front Deck

Exterior

A perfect place for sunbathing, socializing and enjoying 

the view of the open sea.

- Sunbathing experience with top-quality mattresses. 

- Flexiteek decking provides a classic and timeless look. 

- Teek decking option

Enjoy the spacious bow area with plenty of room to relax



Rear Deck

Exterior

The beauty of the rear cockpit is the attractive 

design of the transom, easy access to the bathing 

platform and perfect rear cockpit space for 

outdoor entertaining and relaxation.



Exterior Details

Uncompromising use of the highest quality materials in the 

design and manufacture of external components ensures 

their durability and longevity, and above all, safer and 

easier use.

Exterior details come together to create a unique and beautiful image

that reflects the owner's taste and style.

Exterior



Interior comfort

Interior

The best use of interior space is the top priority of 

our interior design team, and the pleasant 

experience of semi-custom manufacturing offers 

personalization of the interior according to the 

owner's wishes. 

A width of 4,2 meters, combined with a length of 

14,4 meters allow variants that include two or three

cabins,  equipped with a bathroom and shower, 

A modernly equipped salon and wheelhouse with side door and a fully equipped kitchen located at the entrance 

to the outer cockpit, with an open folding kitchen window that perfectly combines the salon and the outer 

cockpit into one special unit.



Salon & Wheelhouse

Monachus Pharos 43
Salon is the main living space on the yacht designed in a comfortable classic style and

consists of a kitchen, dining room and wheelhouse which is equipped with the latest

navigation and communication systems.



Interior



Interior



Master Cabin

Interior

Double Bed
Bathroom 2 persons

The largest and most luxurious cabin that 

is located in the bow of the yacht. It is 

equipped with a comfortable double bed, 

as well as generous storage space. 



Guest cabins with double beds provide a 

luxurious experience to passengers. 

These cabins have comfortable beds, 

plenty of storage space and modern 

conveniences, ensuring guests have a 

comfortable stay on board.

Guest Cabins

Interior

1Guest Cabin

2Guest Cabin



Bathrooms

Master CabinBathroom

Guest CabinsBathroom



LOA: 

Width:

Draft:

Displacement:

Fuel capacity: 

Fresh water:

Black water:

Technical Data

Monachus Yachts offers you safety and comfort for the greatest pleasure at sea,
without sacrificing seaworthiness and quality.

MAIN TEHNICAL DATA TANK CAPACITY

Pharos 43

It is characterized by a strong construction and easy 

movement. The combination of hull geometry, 

hydrodynamics and weight distribution makes it 

suitable for all three sailing regimes; displacement, 

semi-displacement and planning.

14,40 m (47 ft)

4,2 m (14 ft)

1,08 m (3,7 ft)

14,4 t

1500 l (422 US Gls)

750 l (198 US Gls)

400 l (105 US Gls)



GRP | Vinyl Ester | Isophthalic Resin

Vacuum infusion

Monachus Yachts & S. Djakovich naval arch.

V-shape, aft deadrise 18* bounded by HD tunnels

Pharos 43

Building material

Building technology

Styling & concept 

Keel

Sun Deck Main Deck Two cabins Three cabins
The guiding thought of the Monachus Pharos 43

design is timeless elegance.

Layout



Two engines D6 VOLVO IPS 600

Engine displacement: 5,5 lit.,

No. of cylinders: 6, common rail

Max speed: 36 kts | Cruising: 30 kts

ENGINE (OPTIONAL)

Excellent seaworthiness is provided by the V-drive 

system and the standard application of FPT N67 

engines, which are characterized by quality, 

excellent performance, economical and reliable 

even in the most demanding sailing conditions.

Powered by
FPT Marine 
engines

The D6 VOLVO IPS 600 motor is available as an option alongside the standard FPT N67 marine engines. It offers 

exceptional power and efficiency for challenging sea conditions, with advanced propulsion for smooth handling and 

top-notch reliability.

Engines

Two engines FPT Marine N67, each 450HP

Engine displacement: 6,7 lit.,

No. of cylinders: 6, common rail

Max speed: 31 kts | Cruising: 26 kts

ENGINE (STANDARD)



Service and 
Support

Our technical and logistical support does not only apply to 

the duration of the warranty for the delivered new yacht, 

but is permanent even when it comes to the next owner of 

the same Monachus vessel.

Yacht Service

Refit Services

Technical Support

Quality Guaranty

Monachus Pharos 43 www.monachusyachts.com

After Sale Support

Company



Discover Our
Range

Contact one of our yacht consultants in confidence today and

start your yachting journey.

Mostarska 99

21000 Split, Croatia

Oliver Kolovrat

Telefon: +385 97 777 9950

Sales & Marketing Boatyard

www.monachusyachts.com

Prisike 38

21203 Gornji Muć, Croatia

Hari Tabak

Telefon: +385 95 912 7412

Show range on web

Company

https://monachusyachts.com/
https://monachusyachts.com/


Sun Deck



Main Deck



Two cabins



Three cabins



Monachus Pharos 43 www.monachusyachts.com
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